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ABSTRACT

LITERATURE-BASED INSTRUCTION
AND POST-READING ACTIVITIES TO ENHANCE
THE BASAL READING PROGRAM

By
SusanJ. Vertrees
July, 2001

The focus ofthis project was to create a resource manual to use in the reading
program with students learning a second language. The project implements a balanced
reading curriculum with an emphasis on literature-based instruction. Trade books and
post-reading activities are the highlights of the resource manual. Using literature in the
classroom with literature-based instruction techniques has been shown to have a positive
impact on students. The purpose of reading instruction is to increase reading skills as
well as the joy ofreading.
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Chapter One
Background of the Project
Introduction
The focus ofthis project was to look at the use of literature-based instruction to
enhance the district basal reading series for students learning a second language. The
emphasis of the project was on the upper elementary grade levels, specifically grade 5 in
the ability grouped reading program. Reading activities are shared that accompany the
literature and trade book materials. The activities are intended for use after the reading
process.
The most commonly used approach to reading in this country has been the basal
reader approach (Allington & Walmsley, 1995). Many classroom teachers are moving
away from the uniform basal text. The use of literature as the core of the reading program
is rapidly increasing. These literature-based programs help students to understand and
appreciate literature (Heilman, Blair, & Rupley, 1998). According to Vacca and Vacca,
(1987), 90% of classrooms were using basal instruction solely in the classroom. This
project supports the foundations behind the move to literature-based instruction with
activities to promote language learning, a love ofreading and increased achievements.
Students using a literature-based program made significantly higher achievement gains
than children using basal reading materials (Eldredge & Butterfield, 1986). Immersion in
children's literature results in impressive achievements in ESL students (Larrick, 1987).
Literature is a natural way to enable students to further create meaning from the text.
Will students be more motivated in reading for enjoyment as well as learning,
through the use of literature-based instruction and post-reading activities? The ultimate
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goal ofreading instruction is to better meet the needs of students to become life long
learners (Harris, 1996). Literature-based instruction and activities to enhance the basal
reading program may be the answer to meet the needs of students in elementary schools
today.
Purpose
The purpose of this project was to develop post-reading activities to be used in
conjunction with literature-based instruction to enhance the basal reading program in the
classroom. The literature materials, trade books, will be used to promote reading and
learning for second language learners in grade 5, who are reading at a variety of grade
levels. Basal reading series provide a limited sample of literature in which the stories
included are designed to meet the needs of the average classroom student. Smith (1993)
advocates a literature-based program with the use of trade books in reading instruction
for two reasons: the first is to improve the students' reading ability and the second to
improve student attitudes toward reading.
Another purpose of this project was to refine and improve the current reading
program used in the classroom. A reading program should develop proficiency in
literacy and a love of reading. There must be a balance in activities in relation to the
goals for reading instruction. "A well-balanced program should include developmental,
functional and recreational reading" (Burns, Roe & Ross, 1988, p. 473). One major
purpose of recreational reading is to create a lifelong interest in reading for enjoyment.
Another purpose is to develop the appreciation of literature in its natural text.
Schools are not keeping up with the educational needs of many ESL students
(Freeman & Freeman, 1994). Traditional reading programs designed for English
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speakers are coming up short for the ESL population. In the study by Larrick (1987),
ESL students make remarkable gains when taught using literature rather than the
traditional basal reading program. Students in all grade levels need further opportunities
to practice their English skills.
Significance of the Proiect

Literature is an essential ingredient for learning, as it brings a richness of
language and imagination to the student. "Even at beginning proficiency levels, teachers
can use literature as the pivot around which curriculum can revolve" (Richard-Amato,
1996, p. 206). By incorporating trade books into the reading program, students are
allowed self-selection of books that interest them and guide them toward enthusiasm for
reading.
After using a district basal reading series for two years, it became apparent to the
author that a supplement was necessary to complement the program. The basal program
has specific skills addressed which students need to develop proficiency in reading
(Baumann & Heubach, 1996). However, in the author's classroom, the drudgery of skills
and drills was not motivating to enhance student independent reading. "Teacher, do we
have to do another worksheet?" is a question often asked by students of the basal reading
program. Through the addition of authentic literature, trade books, and activities students
might become more engrossed in reading, writing, and learning. They will gain new
perspectives by testing their ideas with those found in books (Palardy, 1997). A
classroom full of trade books will offer students individual selection of reading materials
that interest them. Students are more motivated to read when the material is significant to
them, the plot engrossing, the characters real and the language full and challenging. This
is in contrast to the controlled and stilted materials primarily used in basal programs.
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According to Echevarria, Vogt, & Short, (2000), supplementary materials are
necessary to add support for the variety of student learning styles. This is especially
important for students learning a second language. Supplementary materials will enhance
the meaning and clarify text for students. Some examples of supplementary materials
suggested include pictures and illustrations, visuals such as time!ines, charts, maps, as
well as demonstration and hands on manipulatives. Other supplements are a wide variety
of literature supported by post-reading activities.
Students learning a second language are underestimated by many teachers and
require support in language as well as time spent on instruction (Cummins, 1994). A
focus on skill and drill in traditional teaching methods for reading fail to make sense for
students who have not mastered the English language (Peregoy & Boyle, 1997). The
classroom teacher must prepare to meet the needs of the students through a reading
program that offers the skills of the basal as well as literature-based instruction and
activities.
In many elementary schools, the basal reading program is the predominant
instructional program (Tunnell & Jacobs, 1989; Barr & Johnson, 1997). These materials
present a total package for instruction in reading. The materials can be overwhelming
and might not meet the needs of students. Teachers must be selective in the daily use of
materials and the allotment of time for engagement of the basal materials. Adding
literature-based instruction and post-reading activities will build upon and enhance the
basal reading program.
All students have different interests as well as rates oflearning. "Teachers group
children by ability in order to conform to the demands of instruction rather than
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modifying the instruction to conform to the needs of the students" (Reutzel & Cooter,
1997, p 284). Grouping students by ability to fit the basal levels does not allow for
individual differences in styles oflearning and choice ofreading materials. Teaching
skills driven by the basal materials will not meet the needs of all and may prove to be an
inefficient use of classroom time. When only one type of reading program is offered, it is
difficult for students to learn depending on abilities (Durkin, 1998). By incorporating
literature, rich materials and activities, students will be better able to work at a pace
suited for their abilities.
This project offers support for a literature-based reading program focusing on the
ESL classroom. Improved curriculum must include the educational needs of the student
learning a second language for the development oflanguage and literacy. This project
provides a program that includes quality approaches to reading instruction while
incorporating the Washington State Essential Academic Learning Requirements
(EALRs). The author has developed activities that provide for the blending ofliteraturebased instruction with the basal reading program. The activities are designed to be used
following the reading of trade books.
Limitations
The following are limitations of this project:
1. The project was developed for teachers of intermediate age students in grade 5, to

enhance the basal reading program with literature-based instruction and postreading activities for students learning English as a second language.
2. The project was targeted for ESL students in the fifth grade reading below grade
level.
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3. The project suggests the organization and implementation of literature-based
materials and post-reading activities and is not a complete reading program.
4. The project will not be mandatory but will be offered as a supplement through the
use of trade books and post-reading activities.
5. The trade books used in Chapter Four are organized by the themes,
Creativity and Courage, as set by the district basal reading program.
6. The project includes the EALRs for each activity.
Definition of Terms
I. Ability grouping - an organized method for placing students in reading groups
based on reading achievement scores to meet their educational needs (Heilman,
Blair, & Rupert, 1998).
2. Balanced reading program - instruction that includes a variety of materials and
methods for teaching reading which include skill and strategy instruction with
knowledge (Baumann & Ivey, 1997).
3. Basal reading program - instruction given through a series of organized and
sequenced self-contained lessons with the use of basic readers and accompanying
student materials and teacher instructional manuals (Barr & Johnson, 1997).
4. Essential Academic Learning Requirements - Student performance standards
developed by the Washington State Commission on Student Learning (OSPI,
2001).
5. ESL student - English as a Second Language - students who communicate in their
first language at home but are instructed for the development of listening,
speaking, reading and writing skills in English (Pergoy & Boyle, 1997).
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6. Literature-based instruction - a curriculum program that emphasizes the ability to
read all types of literature for understanding and enjoyment (Heilinan, Blair &
Rupley, 1998).
7. Trade book - a novel or information book written for use in the library or reading
for pleasure and understanding rather than for teaching specific reading
instruction (Barr & Johnson, 1997).
Project Overview
Chapter One includes the purpose for the project as well as limitations and
definitions. Chapter Two reviews the literature used for the project. Chapter Three
focuses on four areas to include in the literature-based reading program when
incorporated with the basal. Chapter Four lists the trade books and the post-reading
instructional activities to supplement the basal reading series. It includes a pull out
resource manual for teachers to use in the classroom. Chapter Five includes the project
summary, conclusions and recommendations.
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Chapter Two
Review of Literature
Introduction
Chapter Two looks at the traditional basal reading program and discusses the use
of literature-based instruction and post-reading activities intended to enhance the basal
program. The purpose ofthis project is intended to improve student reading ability and
instill a positive attitude toward reading. "Why teach children how to read unless we
teach them to want to read? Unless they want to read, children won't do enough of it to
ever become good at it" (Fields & Lee, 1987, p. 84).
Understanding the Basal Reading Program
The basal reading program continues to be the basis for teaching reading in many
schools. In 1987, 90% of the schools engaged in the daily use of the basal (Vacca &
Vacca, 1987). Today, many teachers are supplementing the basal reading programs with
trade books. However, in many schools, teachers still do not have a choice about whether
or not to use a basal (Routman, 1996).
Basals were introduced to the educational community in the 1830's with the
McGuffey Eclectic Readers (Reutzel & Cooter, 1997). Over the years, publishing
companies grew and basal readers appeared with a continued emphasis on basic skills.
Routman (1996) presented pros and cons for using the basal as the primary source for
reading instruction. The complete program is designed to follow a pattern with a
thorough anthology for each grade level, thus saving time for teachers. The basal
program provides all aspects oflearning, including assessment. Over focusing on skills
through the use of workbooks and worksheets is considered a disadvantage for this
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method of teaching reading. Another concern is the use of excerpts from a published
piece of literature rather than having students read the authentic written material.
Basal reading programs may vary in rationale, sequence of skills, story content,
and supplemental materials. Most programs are either analytic or synthetic in nature.
The majority of programs today are analytic which means they present new vocabulary to
be learned through the whole word, phonics, structural analysis and text. The synthetic
basal places strong emphasis on decoding first and comprehension second. The main
difference is the rate of introducing decoding skills (Heilman, Blair, & Rupley, 1998).
Teachers are led to believe they must cover all the materials in the basal program
or they will fail. The basis of a basal reading program may seem well organized and
logical and teachers may see it as a viable means to teaching reading skills and
fundamentals. The program and its wide range of materials are designed to guide the
teacher in a sequenced direction to develop reading skills (Karlin & Karlin, 1987). In
1988, the Commission of the National Council of Teachers of English pointed out that
basal instruction discourages teachers and students from developing and exercising
critical thinking skills (Weaver, 1994).
There are numerous advantages for using a basal reading program in the
elementary classroom. Because basal programs are complete with materials, sequence of
skills, assessment instruments, and teacher guides, it is a manageable tool for teachers
(McCallum, 1988). Another strong advantage of the basal is the support for teachers,
especially new teachers who face many hours of planning. The teachers guide provides a
resource ready for use (McCallum, 1988).

(
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A study was done with 553 teachers who were surveyed on their opinions and use
of the basal (Baumann & Heubach, 1996). The study revealed that basal materials
provided teachers with instruction suggestions that sparked new ideas and renewed old
ideas. The study suggested that teachers should select what to teach and when to teach.

It continues with the understanding that basal readers are just one tool available for use in
reading instruction.
The use ofbasals in the classroom does have a number of drawbacks. With the
strong emphasis on workbooks and skill exercises, basals may discourage student readers
(Bloome & Nieto, 1989). They go on to note that students define reading as skill
activities and workbook pages that seldom related to the reading text.
A common practice of basal reading programs is the ability grouping of students.
Ability grouping is not recommended for students learning a second language
(Echevarria & Graves, 1998). It doesn't take long before students identify the high,
medium, and low groups. Concern about the instruction given to ability-grouped students
was the focus in a study by Allington (1983). The study suggested that different reading
groups experienced differing forms of instruction. Students in the lower reading groups
spent 70-75 percent of their time oral reading in round robin style. Students were
focusing on pronunciation rather than meaning. The higher reading group spent more
time on actual reading experiences and activities.
The focus on the sequence of skills for reading and decoding is a concern for
ESL students. There is no evidence that mastering these word identification skills in
isolation will guarantee an ability to comprehend the text (Weaver, 1994). Franklin
(1984) studied two first grade bilingual Hispanic classrooms. He found that the basal
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reading program and phonics approach was a failure with students. He stressed the use of
whole texts rather than emphasizing individual skills. Basal use with second language
learners denies students the necessary strategies to make sense of English literacy. In
conclusion, he found that basals confuse the literacy development of ESL students.
Literature-based Instruction
In a study done by Eldredge & Butterfield, (1986) students who were taught in a
literature-based program made significantly higher achievement gains than children using
basals. Their study evaluated five approaches to teaching reading. Students in three of
the five approaches made significant gains over the traditional basal program. Two of the
three approaches included a literature program and one included special decoding
strategies. The literature programs included students reading self-selected materials,
activities to stimulate their interest, and teacher read aloud. One of the literature
programs included a short decoding lesson. Students made higher achievement gains as
well as an improved attitude toward reading in the literature program. Students in the
basal program had a decrease in attitude toward reading. The study supports the notion
that students can learn to read in heterogeneous groups as well as ability groups. It also
offers support to teachers who want to use literature to teach reading to elementary
students.
Literature-based instruction in reading and writing provides rich and exciting
materials and activities for students (Echevarria & Graves, 1998). Activities such as
predicting story ending, illustrating stories, sequencing, and finding main ideas are
valuable for student learning. Students tend to be more successful when they are actively
engaged in the activities provided for them by the teacher (Echevarria & Graves, 1998).
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Successes due to the active engagement of students in learning include pride in work,
self-esteem, and a feeling of belonging.
Reading disabled students gained an average of 1.3 in overall reading and 2.0 in
comprehension after seven months in literature-based reading programs (Tunnell &
Jacobs, 1986). Students whose teachers used novels to integrate reading and social
studies learned 60% more historical details, main ideas and total information than
students learning from basals and social studies texts only (Smith, 1993). A small group
oflearning disabled boys showed a three-year growth in reading after one year of
literature-based instruction (Fuhler, 1990). Literature models the richest language, sparks
the imagination, introduces student to descriptive language and a sense of story and
intrinsically motivates them to read and write (Heald-Taylor, 1996). "One of the major
means of gaining new knowledge is through reading the printed word" (Cushenbery
1989, p.104). Literature-based instruction has students reading in context and
emphasizes increased time spent reading authentic literature. Generally, literature-based
instruction in the reading program surrounds students with books, poems, and stories in
the earliest grades of school instruction (Harris, 1996). Cushenberry (1989) emphasized
using a wide range of enriching, satisfying books for a successful reading program.
A study by Larrick (1997), included 225 kindergarten students in New York with
92% from non-English speaking homes. The students were immersed in children's
literature and language experience approaches to reading. Skills were taught in
meaningful text through literature. At the end of the school year, all students could read
their dictated stories and some read at the second grade level. The program continued the
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next year with student reading in English. Results showed 60% of the students reading
on or above grade level.
The use of trade books is the major instructional tool to enhance reading
development in reading instruction. A number of ways to include trade books in a total
reading program are silent reading, read aloud, discussion groups, individual reading time
with self-selection ofliterature, group projects, conferencing and student-teacher
interaction (Harris, 1996). Trade books are widely available today and should comprise
the bulk of the classroom library.
"Educators who use and recommend literature-based reading instruction
emphasize the dynamic nature of the environment and the desirability of both
understanding of and appreciation for literature" (Heilman, Blair, & Rupley, 1998, p.
357). There have been many authors who emphasis and comment on components of
literature-based instruction in the reading program. Yesner and Murray (1993) suggest a
number of reasons for implementing literature into the classroom. One reason for using
literature in the reading program is that literature focuses on the development of readers
rather than on skills. Literature promotes language development as well as reading
fluency. Richard-Amato (1996) emphasizes three components important to the literaturebased program: pre-read, read, and post-read. Heilman, Blair, and Rupley (1998)
referred to findings for developing and appreciating literature-based instruction. Students
are able to experience the whole text for increased understanding and to have the
opportunity to read a variety of literature. Karlin and Karlin (1987) refer to the purpose
of literature in the reading programs. The main purpose should be to involve students in
reading experiences that bring satisfaction to the student. Other purposes of literature
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include covering a wide range of writing styles and subjects. Literature is entertaining
and makes reading enjoyable. Routman (1996) stresses the importance of literature to
promote positive self-concepts in beginning readers, promote language development and
to make reading more fun. Literature-based instruction gives meaning and pleasure to the
process ofreading.
Tunnell and Jacobs (1989) covered the basic elements of literature-based reading
programs. The following are commonalities implied in all literature-based instruction
mentioned in the article:
1. Natural readers acquire abilities through experience with whole text. Reading

skills can be learned in the same manner as learning to speak, through modeling.
2. The emphasis of literature-based instruction is on the use of children's literature
in natural form.
3. Variations in the neurological impress method are encouraged by reading in pairs,
triads, or reading along with cassette tapes.
4. Reading aloud unlocks literacy growth and is an opportunity for modeling.
5. Sustained silent reading is time spent on independent reading and has been
associated with gains in reading achievement.
6. Teacher modeling is done by participation in Silent Sustained Reading, presenting
new books with enthusiasm, and sharing a love of reading.
7. Student attitudes have shown marked improvement through the use of trade books
and children's literature.
8. By allowing students to select their own reading materials from a large classroom
library, student attitude improves.
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9. Literature-based programs are meaning oriented with skills often taught in
meaningful text. It is important to teach reading skills as they relate directly to
books.
10. Process writing and other output activities are used as follow-up activities to
accompany the reading process.
A study by Bartley (1993), was conducted to determine if reading comprehension
scores improved with the use of literature-based instruction. She sampled 44 sixth grade
Filipino students in San Diego, learning English as a second language. The study
indicated that reading good literature was effective in improving comprehension skills.
Low performing students who read literature acquired better comprehension skills than
those who engaged in skills alone. The overall increase in comprehension skills support
the use of literature-based instruction as effective in improving the reading of ESL
students.
Immersing children in literature, connecting them with all kinds of books, is a
primary goal of reading instruction (Vacca & Vacca, 1987). By using literature, teachers
open up a variety of opportunities tied to language and reading. Trade books are an
effective way to teach reading while exposure to literature will produce life long readers.
Having plenty of books in the classroom library will increase choices for students which

will lead to more reading for enjoyment as well as learning.
Blending the Basal and Literature-Based Instruction
"The question is no longer if their classrooms should be literature-based, but how
to develop the best literature-based program possible" (Zarrillo, 1989, p. 27). Students in
a classroom with an emphasis on literature-based instruction achieved higher levels of
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proficiency and assessment than those in a basal program alone. Cullinan (1987)
proposes every school must meet two purposes in the reading program: 1) to teach
students how to read and 2) to make them want to read. It is important to recognize
strategies from literature-based instruction as they are incorporated into a basal program.
"Literature in a reading program does more than merely attract willing readers.
Literature educates the imagination, provides language models, and molds the intellect"
(Cullinan, 1987, p. 6).
Children are more likely to learn to read and enjoy reading if what they read
interests them or has personal meaning for them (Leibowicz, 1983). An awareness of
students' interests is important in selecting literature that motivates students to read and
stimulates an appreciation of literature (Heihnan, Blair, & Rupley, 1990). Their selfconfidence grows as they succeed in reading materials selected from a well-stocked
classroom library. Basal programs seldom allow for student interest because the
selection of reading materials has already been done for them in the text through an
orderly chapter book based on teaching skills. The importance of interest as a factor in
the reading process has been emphasized for many years. Teachers can help ESL
students in selection of reading materials based on interest and readability. Fluency and
understanding of written text will improve through the guidance of the teacher (Nurss &
Hough, 1992).
A balanced reading program creates balance between skill and strategy instruction
with knowledge and the appreciation of literature. Teacher directed instruction and
student-initiated instruction must be in balance as well (Baumann & Ivey, 1997). A study
was done by Baumann and Ivey, (1997) in a classroom with a combination of literature
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and strategy based instruction. They taught in the classroom for one year before
analyzing their results. The study showed student growth in two main areas. Students
became more proficient readers and increased their knowledge, interest, and attitudes
toward reading. They also showed growth in overall reading levels and were more
strategic in word identification. The students developed an appreciation for books and
expressed themselves freely.
A study to describe reading instruction with ESL students was done by Gersten
and Jimenez (1994). They observed teachers over a period of two years. Grades 3-5
were targeted with students experiencing learning difficulties. The teachers in three
classrooms used literature-based instruction with various pieces of quality children's
literature. Three teaching practices were found to be effective with the ESL students: (1)
vocabulary development, (2) mediation and feedback and (3) presenting ideas both
verbally and in written form. The approaches seem to have a great potential for ESL
students.
"Adopting the literature-based aspect in the classroom is more work than the
traditional systems and it is a lot more exciting, stimulating and rewarding for the
teacher" (Yesner & Murray, 1993, p. 15). The teacher must work with parents,
administrators, and other teachers for the blend of the basal and literature-based
instruction to be successful. Teachers create opportunities for students to learn in a
literature rich environment. Enthusiasm of teachers will almost guarantee success in a
program with a vast array of literature (Yesner & Murray, 1993). Teachers must observe
students and take into account their needs, interests and abilities to make appropriate
decisions about instructional needs (Barr & Johnson, 1997). "When teachers use
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literature to support the reading curriculum, they identify reading skills taught in the basal
approach and include literature selections that reinforce those skills" (Heihnan, Blair, &
Rupley, 1998, p. 353). Through this approach, students will see that understanding,
appreciating, and enjoying are the major goals of a reading program, not just completing
workbook pages.

If the basal reading program is designed around themes, it is understandable that
the literature-based materials follow the theme. Themes are often drawn from district
guidelines or materials purchased by the school district. Using a theme will help students
learning a second language to focus on vocabulary, predict content, and increase
language development (Freeman & Freeman, 1994).
Second Language Learners
A variety of educational approaches to teaching ESL students have been used in
schools. In the SO's it was the Audio-Lingual Approach, which taught language through
the use of drills, practice and language patterns. The approach was centered on oral
language practice and was based on repetition. It followed World War II and was based
on Skinner's theory of behaviorism (Richard-Amato, 1996). Asher introduced the Total
Physical Response in the 60's. The basis of this approach was that second language was
best learned in the same manner and sequence as learning the first language. Asher
believed listening should precede speaking and should be linked to physical activity
(Richard-Amato, 1996). Later in the 70's, Roach Van Allen introduced the Language
Experience Approach. This technique provided a guided language experience where
students produced reading materials based on their own interests. Because the structure
and content originated from the student, the materials are easier to read without much
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help (Richard-Amato, 1996). The natural approach, based on Krashen's work with
language learning, was introduced in the 80's (Richard-Amato, 1996). This approach
emphasized providing language input that learners understand. Through the use of
visuals, gestures, demonstration, open-ended statements, comprehension was facilitated.
Reading was taught as a natural extension of oral communication. A content-based
approach soon followed. This approach emphasized subject matter instruction as in
science and math where language skills develop as students work on activities (RichardAmato, 1996).
A variety of reading programs have been used with students learning a second
language. Some teachers rely on drill for the students during ESL time. Often times this
is done during a specific time of the day or in a pullout session; which may not be used in
natural or real situations (Echevarria & Graves, 1998). Placing an emphasis on rules
rather than use is a technique that often confuses the student in speech as well as writing.
Some classroom teachers rely on this method to meet the needs of the entire classroom
rather than meet the individual needs of students. Some students learning a second
language have been recommended for special education because of their poor reading
ability, poor test scores on standardized tests, or lack of work in the classroom. Emphasis
on pronunciation, the process of sounding out, which leads to word calling rather than
understanding, is a technique in some classrooms. A skills program such as Chapter I or
other reading program allows the teacher to work with students based on their oral
speaking ability with similar skills.
"We acquire when we obtain comprehensible input in a low-anxiety situation,
when we are presented with interesting messages, and when we understand these
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messages" (Krashen, 1982, p.10). A prime example of this was the student in fourth
grade recommended for special education by his teacher. The teacher felt that because he
was in the low reading group and could not do the worksheets, he did not belong in the
regular classroom. Through encouragement by his parents, he was moved on to a regular
classroom in the fifth grade. In this classroom, the teacher had students working on
projects with lots ofreading and writing. Instead of basal readers and worksheets,
students were involved in project activities, music, art, and drama. He jumped two grade
levels that year. The activities in the fifth grade classroom were designed to increase
acquisition rather than learning formal rules through the use of worksheets (Freeman &
Freeman, 1994).
A teacher often tries a variety of methods to teach a second language. After
gaining experience with a variety of methods, the teacher makes adjustments to meet the
student's needs. "Professional teachers make their classrooms the arenas where they
explore the most effective ways to promote learning for all their students" (Freeman and
Freeman 1994, p. 39).
Summary
In the United States, basal reading programs are used in most public schools. The
emphasis is on skills and drills and is organized to follow a daily routine with little
teacher preparation.
"Those who use literature-based reading instruction to challenge the basal
tradition boast stunning levels of success with all types of students and particularly with
disabled and uninterested readers" (Tunnell & Jacobs, 1989, p. 470). Teachers are
continually reflecting on their practices and experimenting with different ways of using
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literature in the classroom (Han·is, 1996). Through the balance in teaching reading with
the basal and literature-based instruction, students are shown to improve in attitude
toward reading, motivation to read, and become better readers (Eldredge & Butterfield,
1986). According to Reutzel and Cooter (1997), teachers who believe in practicing a
balanced literacy program know children begin by making sense of print and in the
process they learn to read.
There isn't one method that will meet the needs of all students. The study by
Baumann and Ivey ( 1997), further stressed the importance of teaching reading through a
balanced approach, which has a positive impact on student knowledge, and appreciation
of literature. Providing literature-based instruction with the basal reading program helps
to meet the instructional needs of students. Just as students differ in their background and
personality, so do the materials they read. A balanced reading program is an achievable
goal for the classroom teacher and students.

(
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Chapter Three
Methodology
Introduction
Enhancing the basal reading program with literature-based instruction and postreading activities was the purpose ofthis project. The goal of the school reading program
is to teach students to read with understanding and for enjoyment. The project presents
four areas of focus in the classroom; 1) increased teacher read-aloud as a daily activity, 2)
silent sustained reading with student-selected materials, 3) an increase in the number of
books in the classroom library, and 4) post-reading activities to use as a supplement to the
trade books introduced in the basal reading program theme. As was discussed in Chapter
Two, these are essential elements to the literature-based reading program (Tunnell &
Jacobs, 1989). "We as teachers, have the important and responsible privilege of giving
children the gift of reading" (Chambers, 1971, p.32). Breaking out of the traditional
reading program is an alternative method for use with ESL students. The project was
written to meet the needs of ESL students in the

5th

grade reading below grade level.

Traditional approaches that focus on skills, fail to meet the need of ESL students of
differing cultural backgrounds (Krashen, 1985). Second language learners use reading
and writiug as well as speaking and listeuing to develop communicative competency. An
approach that combines the basal and literature develop language and literacy by focusing
on interesting and meaningful stories and model fleXIble reading strategies (Weaver,
1994).
The reading period was a uinety-minute block each day. Besides the basal
reading program, literature was used in the learuing process. Trade books were the main
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source of literature used in the classroom. There was an increase in consistency with the
teacher read-aloud time and silent sustained reading. Numerous books were added to the
classroom library and post-reading activities to emphasize skills in reading were included
to accompany the use of trade books. The activities used in the classroom with the trade
books emphasized skills in reading that correspond to the Washington State Essential
Academic Learning Requirements.
Teacher Read Aloud

An important component of the literature-based reading program was the teacher
read aloud. By reading to students, the teacher models interaction with books. Reading
aloud to students daily proved to be a special time spent sharing a book together.
Students were introduced to different genres, writing styles, and authors. This time
allowed the students to listen for enjoyment as well as build on their language skills. At
least fifteen minutes a day was designated for this element of the program. "Reading to
children is a successful way to teach them to read" (Fields, 1987, p.84).
Students engaged in a number of activities that enhanced the read aloud time.
The teacher occasionally had students select books to be read and time was allowed for
prediction and discussion. After the story had been read, it was often revisited through a
variety of activities including having students draw a character, favorite setting or create
a new cover for the book. When more than one copy of the book was available, students
read along with the teacher.
Stories were often read to small groups of students in the classroom. Reading
daily to ESL students allows for interaction both within the small group and between the
group and teacher (Nurss & Hough, 1992). Nurss and Hough (1992), emphasize the
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importance for ESL students to be actively involved in the story to help them acquire
language and literacy skills. Predictable books allow for such interaction as well as
poems, nursery rhymes, and chants.
Fuhler (1990), believes that when students hear a variety of stories read well, they
are better able to build on their own sense of story, improve linguistic development, and
eventually develop a growing love ofreading on their own. Teacher read aloud is an
opportunity to engage students and have a positive impact on vocabulary growth and
comprehension.
Silent Sustained Reading
Silent Sustained Reading (SSR) is the time provided for students and teacher to
read materials of their own choosing without interruptions (Tunnell & Jacobs, 1989). It
is important to give students enough time to get something out of the reading material.
The classroom engaged in SSR for at least fifteen minutes each day; which allowed
students to apply their newly learned skills. Independent reading time allows students to
use their strategies as they encounter unfamiliar words and offers opportunities for
exposure to new words (Harmon, 1998).

Students were given guidance in choosing

books based on interest and readability.
The teacher read books from the classroom library, school library and
professional materials while students were reading. Students read during SSR only when
the teacher is a serious reader not interrupted by minor distractions (McCracken and
McCracken, 1978). For SSR to work everyone including all adults must engage in
reading. During SSR, students learn by modeling the teacher's behavior and interest in
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books. McCracken and McCracken (1978), suggest teachers require nothing from
students after SSR, including book reports, listing of words, worksheets, or tests.
Taped stories were used during SSR time as well as individual selection of
reading materials.

Using tapes along with books during SSR improve ESL student's

literal and interpretive comprehension of stories (Nurss & Hough 1992). Because tapes
and stories were available, students often requested their use during SSR.
As time progressed, students became more comfortable in the self-selection of
reading materials.

Students were encouraged to read a variety of materials including

magazines and Scholastic Weekly.

This SSR time was an opportunity for teacher

modeling and reading for pleasure without academic pressure for students. The students
were also encouraged to read at home on a daily basis.
Increased Classroom Library
The classroom library must contain a wide range of enriching satisfying books.
Cushenberry (1989), recommends at least four books per child in the classroom.
Readability, student interest, student age and variety were taken into account when books
were acquired. After the books were collected for the classroom collection they were
displayed openly in bookshelves and around the room. "Immersing children in literature,
connecting them with all kinds of books, is a primary goal in reading instruction" (Vacca
& Vacca, 1987, p. 261).
The literature-based reading program brought books alive for students. The
classroom library was inviting and easily available for students, allowing for selfselection and individual interests. Students were encouraged to check out materials from
the classroom library as well as from the school library.
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Book Extension Projects
The teacher must use relevant activities with books as both preparation and
follow-up. It is necessary to engage students in various activities to allow them an
opportunity to expand the reading process. Heald-Taylor (1986) added suggestions for
activities including puppetry, movement, role-play, listening, visual arts and writing.
Shared reading, response logs and journals, mapping and graphic organizers, were
additional extension projects used in the classroom. The activities described in Chapter
Four are post-reading activities to expand the reading program through trade books.
Individual and group activities proved to be successful tools with students learning a
second language.
Procedures
Chapter Four is a pull out resource manual for reading teachers of students
learning a second language and reading below grade level. Section I: Includes the
instructions for use of the manual to the teacher. Section II: Includes the trade books and
post-reading activities for Creativity. Section III: Includes the trade books and postreading activities for Courage. All the trade books are listed by theme, in alphabetical
order. Included are the title, author, copyright, summary, reading level, interest level, and
awards. The summary, reading level, interest level, and awards are from the Perfection
Learning Catalog (2001). The post-reading activities are tied to the Washington State
Essential Academic Learning Requirements. The post-reading activities are original and
written by the author of the manual. Section IV: Includes the bibliography for all the
trade books.
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Conclusion
These experiences allowed and encouraged students to enjoy books and become
more proficient readers. The basal reading program remained the foundation, but
students then had the opportunity to also be exposed to literature in the natural text while
completing post-reading activities that were designed to develop skills and increase
interest and appreciation ofreading. By adding literature to the basal program,
instruction and tasks in the classroom became more enjoyable and effective.
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Chapter Four
The Project
Introduction
A balanced reading program includes a variety of means for instruction with
students. Chapter Two looked at literature and research on the basal reading program as
well as literature-based instruction for students learning a second language. "By
involving the students in a literature-based curriculum, we use the power oflanguage to
heighten awareness and fully engage the mind" (Richard-Amato, 1996, p. 232). Teachers
can use literature as a pivot in the curriculum with students learning a second language.
Richard-Amato continues to mention that because literature doesn't teach a specific
structure, it allows the student to naturally develop interests, ideas and language.
Important components of the balanced reading program include teacher readaloud, silent sustained reading, and a well stocked classroom library. These aspects are
discussed at length in Chapter Three. With students learning a second language it is also
important to use bright colors and borders to catch the students' attention to the
classroom reading area and library (Echevarria & Graves, 1998). This draws attention to
an area otherwise forgotten or uninviting for the students.
Purpose
The purpose of this project was to develop a list of trade books and post-reading
activities to use in the daily reading program with ESL students. Although the basal
remains the main classroom tool for instruction, this resource manual is intended to offer
a variety of reading materials and activities to enhance the basal reading program.
Chapter Four is a Reading Resource Manual for teachers of ESL students that are divided
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into four sections. Section I includes the instructions for teachers and use of the manual
in the classroom. Section II lists the trade books in alphabetic order and the post-reading
activities for the theme, Creativity. Section III lists the trade books and post-reading
activities for the theme, Courage. Section IV is the bibliography for all books used in the
resource manual.
Themes
The selection of the trade books was guided by themes from the mandated district
basal reading series. The use of themes helps ESL students focus their attention on a
central idea and information to be taught in the classroom. Themes help students
recognize vocabulary and predict content (Freeman & Freeman, 1994). The two themes
in the resource manual are entitled Creativity and Courage. A theme is a universal
concept that should help to facilitate various topics of study. They should be open-ended
and allow for the connection to many topics (Richard-Amato, 1996). In Creativity and
Courage, trade books are included with an emphasis on science, social studies, and math.
Using a theme gives the teacher and students a particular goal to gain new understandings
(Echevarria & Graves, 1998). Echevarria and Graves also suggest that a posted reference
to the theme be visible in the classroom throughout the unit. This strategy allows the
teacher to link the theme throughout other subjects and to enhance student understanding.
With students learning a second language, it is important to make the theme relevant so
their interest will be held and stimulated.
Trade Books
There are 40 trade books used in the resource manual. They are divided by theme
that include Creativity and Courage. The themes were chosen based on the district basal
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reading program. The teacher's guide for the basal reading materials listed trade books to
compliment the theme. Other books were chosen that reflect the students' culture and
interests. The Perfection Learning Catalog (2001) was used for the story summary,
reading level, interest level and awards won by the author or illustrator.
Using trade books allows students to select materials of interest. It is important to
include a variety of styles as well as reading levels. Stories must be relevant for students
learning a second language. They should include stories about their culture, way of life,
and family (Echevarria & Graves, 1998). Students are more motivated to learn when
learning about things that are more relevant to themselves (Richard-Amato, 1996).
Post-Reading Activities
The post-reading activities used in the resource manual are listed for each trade
book. These activities are intended to follow the reading process and support the themes
of the basal materials. The Washington State Essential Academic Learning Requirements
are listed for each set of activities per book.
Post-reading activities create meaning and extend the materials to higher levels of
understanding for students learning a second language (Richard-Amato, 1996). These
activities often encourage the student to reread their selection. For each trade book, four
activities are suggested. Students are given the opportunity to be involved in the learning
process by suggesting activities other than the four listed. Activities generated by
students are often very effective because they involve the student (Richard-Amato, 1996).
It gives the student a chance to create and follow through with the curriculum.

Activities can be used as a transition into reading and writing (Richard-Amato,
1996). Whatever the activity, they need to be appropriate for the age and language
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proficiency of students learning a second language. Hands on activities provide students
with an alternative form of expressing their understanding of information and concepts
(Echevarria, Vogt, & Short, 2000). It is also important that the activities appeal to the
students' interests.
Modification of traditional activities must be done to meet the need of ESL
students since they have difficulty expressing themselves in most oral and written
projects. Alternate activities that are reduced in length and complicity will set students at
ease (Echevarria & Graves, 1998). When introducing activities, it is important for the
teacher to model what is expected of the students so they will be more successful and less
frustrated (Richard-Amato, 1996).
The following are suggestions for modifying activities from traditional to ESL
students.
•

Instead of questions beginning with who, what, when, or where ask yes
and no questions with short explanations.

•

Use the active voice rather than passive voice, for example, signed instead
of was signed by.

•

The Venn Diagram will help students learning a second language to
organize their thoughts in a meaningful way that enables them to recall
information in a story (Echevarria & Graves, 1998). Other graphic
organizers may be too difficult to use with ESL students and will need to
be introduced slowly.

•

(

Dictionary use should be limited to alphabetizing, learning the dictionary
parts and some limited definitions. Looking up and copying down from a
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dictionary or glossary are meaningless for the ESL student (Echevarria,
Vogt, & Short, 2000).
•

Traditional lessons often require students to learn scientific terms, names,
and habitat. For the ESL student it is suggested they use magazines to get
pictures that represent these terms.

•

Lengthy written assignments can be replaced with many different
activities. Having students draw maps or pictures enhances learning and
function as an alternative for expressions with students learning English
(Echevarria & Graves, 1998). Other activity suggestions include clay
models, dioramas, and posters.

•

Instead of oral presentations to the entire class it is more beneficial for
ESL students to share in pairs or small group discussions. They also
benefit from interviews or collecting information for comparison charts
and graphs.

•

A complex written report or book review can be done through drawing to
enhance understanding. Story maps are an excellent tool when students
draw the setting, characters, and events rather than writing down all the
details.

•

The length of assignments must be modified. A traditional post-reading
activity may extend into several days. For the ESL student, better results

will happen if the activity is shortened and pertinent (Echevarria &
Graves, 1998).
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•

Ask factual questions first and then move on to the traditional higher order
questions with more detailed answers.

•

A timeline activity is useful for students to express the progression of
events in a story. For the student learning a second language, this is a
substitute to writing a book report or review in paragraph form.

The post-reading activities should be shared with the teacher, a partner, or in a
small group. This will depend on the self-esteem of each student as well as their
experience in the classroom with language. Sharing allows for feedback and helps with
confidence (Richard-Amato, 1996).
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1

SECTION I
To the Teacher

2

Getting Started
After deciding on a theme, the first thing to do is collect the trade books. These
books are often available in the school or public hbrary. Teachers may also have some in
their personal library or borrow from others. If money is available, purchase trade books
to become a permanent part of the classroom library to be used in the future. Decide how
to display the books and determine a check out method to use in the classroom. If
possible, get multiple copies of some trade books to use for partner activities or small
group activities. Some books are offered in Spanish and English, some are bilingual, and
others may have tapes for students to listen with a tape recorder. It is recommended that
teachers read the trade books before the students to become familiar with the materials.
The books listed for this resource manual are listed by theme in alphabetic order
as well as by author through the bibliography. Because the themes are so broad, other
books in the classroom or school library may work just as well.

Activity Sheets
The activity sheets are listed in order by book title, followed by the author, a story
summary, and directions for the student. There are four suggested activities for each
book that are followed by a fifth for other ideas. Space has been allowed following
"Other Ideas", to write down activities generated by the students. Following each
activity number, the Washington State EALRs for reading are found in parenthesis. The
EALRs for reading are used with both themes, Creativity and Courage, throughout the
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resource manual. Make multiple copies of the activity sheets for each trade book. For
organization, these can be placed in file folders, labeled, and kept near the trade books.
Put the activity sheets in alphabetic order by book title, this makes it easier for students to
locate.
Go over the process and expectations for students: how to check out and take
care of the books, where to find the activity sheets, and how to use them. Students need
to understand the portfolio set-up and organization as well.
For references in the future, have the students identify themselves, the book title,
and author on each activity they complete. On a tape recording, they may also choose to
share the name of the illustrator. The teacher may want to develop a format for writing
the student name, date, trade book title, and author for students to use on all other
activities.

Introducing the Theme
Display the theme prominently in the classroom. This could be done with a
banner or poster that contains the title or general statement about the theme. Visuals may
also be used to promote interest and enthusiasm.
As the theme is introduced, engage the students in brainstorming and generalizing
about the subject. Record their comments for all to see. This activity allows the student
to begin thinking about and have ownership while participating in the overall process.
Allow plenty of time for this introduction, as the theme may be unfamiliar for students
learning a second language.
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It is important to use the basal introduction to the theme. With the students, go
over the table of contents and scan the unit. The trade books are a fundamental aspect of
this introduction to get their interest. The trade books should be a focal point in the
classroom. They could be on display in the classroom library area, on a separate table or
other display for emphasis.
The teacher should introduce the trade books for the theme with enthusiasm. This
may be accomplished through teacher read-aloud, reading the story summary while
displaying the books, and free time to browse through the books. By offering a variety of
books that include the content areas, all students should be able to identify with and be
excited about their selection. Be sure the books are identified with the reading level if
you plan to use them for the purpose of meeting the needs of students for independent
reading. If the students are working in small groups, this will also help but not be the
main source of guidance.
When introducing the activities, the teacher should use teacher or student
generated samples. Visuals could be incorporated in a bulletin board display or individual
examples may be shown. Taking pictures or videos of student projects and activities is a
good way to share in the future. It is important to go over the general make up of the
activity sheets and language used in the instructions. Using an overhead projector and
reading through a couple of the activity sheets will clarify information for the students,
which allows for dialogue and discussion for understanding.
By having four suggested activities per book, students are allowed to make a
choice depending on their interests or strengths. Some activities will take longer to
complete than others. It is recommended that students only complete one activity per
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book and then select a second book and complete another post-reading activity. This
allows the students to read a variety of materials and complete more activities. The fifth
choice is an option where the student may suggest another activity and discuss their idea
with the teacher. This idea is then recorded on the inside front of the file folder for future
reference for other students.

What TO po Now
The time allowed for reading in the classroom may vary from school to school
and teacher to teacher. Teachers are usually allowed the freedom to organize their lesson
format and time each day. For this project, the reading block was 90 minutes long.
Included in this manual are sample models for setting up the reading block. The last
model has been left blank for teachers to create another sample to meet the needs of their
classroom. Also included in the manual are two charts outlining the themes of Creativity
and Courage and how to include them in a twelve week reading program.
After setting up the classroom and introducing the theme, have the students read a
story from the basal reader. Use any or all activities, worksheets and extensions
suggested in the teacher's guide. This allows the student to become familiar with the
overall theme. Completing this may take up to two weeks and is done with the entire
reading group.

It is now time to use the trade books and post-reading activities, allowing at least
one week for this time oflearning. The emphasis of the lesson part in the reading block
is now on literature rather than the basal. Students are engaged in selecting reading
materials for interest and enjoyment. If multiple copies are available, students are
allowed to work in pairs or small groups. Students will read the book several times,
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including silently, orally, with a partner or teacher, to another student, and at home. With
the use of an audiotape or enough books for each student, the entire class could focus on
one book and follow up with several different activities. When working individually,
students are allowed to work at their own pace. Selection of a post-reading activity is
based again on individual interest and strengths. For students having a difficult time
making a decision, the teacher should offer suggestions. Before the student begins the
activity, it is a good idea to discuss it with the teacher for clarification and approval. For
future activities, it is important to have students do a variety to meet the needs of
classroom expectations and Washington State EALRs for reading.
Continue with the format of alternating the basal materials with trade books and
activities. It is suggested the reading class engage in one theme for twelve weeks, which
allows plenty of time to cover the theme completely. In some cases, more than one trade
book with post-reading activities can be completed in one week. During the week when
the emphasis is on the trade books, remember to include lessons on language arts and
spelling. Don't forget to allow classroom time for sharing the trade books and activities.
Giving the students a deadline and sharing on the last day of the week as a culminating
activity is an effective way to accomplish this.

Student Assessment
Portfolios are a good way to keep track of completed post-reading activities. A
portfolio is a collection of student work compiled over time. Each student is assigned a
file folder or three-ring binder in which to keep a record of books read and activities
completed. The portfolio is a continually growing collection of work in progress as well
as completed works or activities. A wide range of reading and writing activities can be
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included in the portfolio; reading logs, writing logs, lists of books read or books to read,
pictures, ideas, rough and final drafts, and journal sheets. P01tfolios should be easily
accessible and give students the responsibility for management. It is a good idea to
allow students the opportunity to take ownership in the design as well as organization.
Portfolios allow students to assess their own development as readers and writers. A new
portfolio should be created with each new theme.
Sharing completed activities is another way of assessing student learning. This
can be done in small groups or large groups. It is important for the student to feel
comfortable in the setting. Videotaping is also a valuable tool for students to assess
themselves in the classroom.
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READING BLOCK MODELS
90
Minutes

15
55
15
M.mues
t

15
60
15
Minutes

60
15
15
Minutes

MINUTE
Activity

Sustained Silent Readin
Daily Lesson
Readin
Lan ua e Arts
Teacher Read Aloud

Ar
·t
c1v1ty
Sustained Silent Reading
Daily Lesson
Language Arts
Spelling
ReadinQ
Teacher Read Aloud
Activity
Daily Lesson
Lanquage Arts
Readino
Sustained Silent Reading
Teacher Read Aloud
Activity

Spelling
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CREATIVI1Y
ATAGLANCE

WEEK ONE

WEEK TWO

Basal and Support Materials
Story: Isla

Author: Arthur Dorros

WEEK FOUR

WEEK FIVE

Basal and Support Materials
Story: Appelemando's Dream

WEEK SEVEN

Author: Praticia Polacco

WEEK EIGHT

Basal and Support Materials
Story: Achiever of Dreams

WEEK TEN

Author: Ilene Cooper

WEEK ELEVEN

Basal and Support Materials
Story: Sleeping and Dreaming

Author: Rita Milios

WEEK THREE
Trade Book

Post Reading Activities

WEEK SIX
Trade Book
Post Reading Activities

WEEK NINE
Trade Book
Post Reading Activities

WEEK TWELVE
Trade Book

Post Reading Activities
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COURAGE
ATAGIANCE

WEEK ONE

WEEKlWO

Basal and Support Materials
Story: Brave Irene

WEEK FOUR

Author: William Steig

WEEK FIVE

Basal and Support Materials
StoJY: Storm In the Night

WEEK SEVEN

Author: Mary Stolz

WEEK EIGHT

Basal and Support Materials
Story: Lester's Dog

Author: Karen Hesse

WEEK TEN

WEEK ELEVEN

Basal and Support Materials
Stmy: My Name is Maria Isabel Author: Alma Flor Ada

WEEK THREE
Trade Book
Post Reading Activities

WEEK SIX
Trade Book

Post Reading Activities

WEEK NINE
Trade Book
Post Reading Activities

WEEK TWELVE
Trade Book
Post Reading Activities
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Washington State Essential Academic Learning Requirements
Reading
1. The student understands and uses different skills and strategies to read.
1.1 use work recognition and work meaning skills to read and comprehend text
1.2 build vocabulary through reading
1.3 read fluently, adjusting reading for purpose and material
1.4 understand elements of literature - :fiction
1.5 use features of non-fiction text and computer software
2. The student understands the meaning of what is read.
2.1 comprehend important ideas and details
2.2 expand comprehension by analyzing, interpreting, and synthesizing
information and ideas
2.3 think critically and analyze authors' use oflanguage, style, purpose and
perspective
3. The student reads different materials for a variety of purposes.
3.1 read to learn new information
3 .2 read to perform a task
3.3 read for literary experience
3 .4 read for career applications
4. The student sets goals and evaluates progress to improve reading.
4.1 assess strengths and need for improvement
4.2 seek and offer feedback to improve reading
4. 3 develop interests and share reading experiences
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SECTION II
THEMEI
CreatiVitY
Creativity can bring out the imagination in
everyone. Imagine all the wonderful things to
see and do in life. Creativity gives the individual
the chance to exptore differences and
similarities in people's talents, dreams, and
intereSts.
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THEME I: CREATM1Y
Abuela.
While riding on a bus with her grandmother, a little girl imagines that they are
carried up into the sky and fly over the sights of New York City.
Author: Arthur Dorros (1991)
Reading Level: 2.0
Interest Level: 1-4

Africa Dream.
This is the story of an African American girl's dream of an adventure in long-ago
Africa, written in prose-poem style.
Author: Eloise Greenfield (1992)
Reading Level: 3.0
Interest Level: 2-5
Awards: Coretta Scott King Award

Amazing Grace.
Although her classmates say she can't play Peter Pan because she is a girl and
African American, Grace discovers she can do anything she sets her mind to.
Author: Mary Hoffinan (1991)
Reading Level: 2.0
Interest Level: K-4
Awards: ALA Notable Book, SLJ best Book, and Notable Trade Book in Social
Studies

Amelia's Fantastic Flight.
Amelia builds her own airplane and takes off on an adventure. She takes an
amazing journey over six continents and fourteen countries.
Author: Rose Bursik (1992)
Reading Level: 1.8
Interest Level: 1-4

Archibald Frisby.
This story is about a boy with a very creative mind. Archibald applies his interest
in science to every aspect of his day.
Author: Michael Chesworth (1994)
Reading Level: 3.0
Interest Level: 1-4
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A Birthday Basket for Tia.
When her great-aunt, her tia, turns 90, Cecelia gathers together a basket full of
memories.
Author: Pat Mora (1992)
Reading Level: 2.4
Interest Level: 1-5

A Boy Wants a Dinosaur.
Alex wants a dinosaur for a pet, and his Grandpa buys him one. Fred, the
dinosaur, ruins Alex's room, bites the neighbor's cat, and is causing lots of
trouble.
Author: Hiawyn Oram (1993)
Reading Level: 2.0
Interest Level: K-4

Cherries and Cherry Pits.
Bidemmi likes to draw, and as she draws, she tells a story.
Author: Vera B. Williams (1991)
Reading Level: 3.0
Interest Level: 1-4
Awards: New York Times Best Illustrated Book, Boston Globe-Hom Book
Honor

Dinosaur Dream.
Wilber falls asleep while reading his favorite book and "awakens" to discover a
baby dinosaur at his window. They take on an exciting adventure together.
Author: Dennis Nolan (I 990)
Reading Level: 3.0
Interest Level: 1-5

Dreams.
As night falls over the city and everyone else is dreaming, Roberto watches as
the paper mouse he made in school falls out the window and saves his friend's
cat from a ferocious dog.
Author: Ezra Jack Keats (1974)
Reading Level: 3.0
Interest Level: 1-4

Dylan's Day Out.
A dog who spends most of his time dreaming, finally escapes into a fantasy
world. Readers will enjoy his adventures.
Author: Peter Catalanotto (1997)
Reading Level: 1.2
Interest Level: K-3
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Fortunately.
Jack experiences a series of misadventures before he finally arrives at his own
surprise birthday party.
Author: Remy Charlip (1993)
Reading Level: 3.0
Interest Level: 1-5

The Girl Who Loved Wild Horses.
A young Indian girl who loves and understands the tribe's horses rides o:ffwith
them to a faraway place during a storm.
Author: Paul Goble (1986)
Reading Level: 2.0
Interest Level: K-3
Awards: Caldecott Medal

Maps and Globes.
This book is a good introduction to reading maps and using globes. It includes a
briefhistory ofmapmaking.
Author: Jack Knowlton (1986)
Reading Level: 4.0
Interest Level: 2-5

My Little Island.
While on a visit with his best friend, a little boy rediscovers the sweet smells and
the joyful sounds in a jewel-like little Caribbean Island.
Author: Frane Lessac (1987)
Reading Level: 2.0
Interest Level: K-3

Pablo's Tree.
Every year on Pablo's birthday, his grandfather surprises him by decorating his
tree and telling him the beginning of Pablo's tree.
Author: Pat Mora (1994)
Reading Level: 3.0
Interest Level: 1-4

The Pinata Maker.
The text for this story is clearly written in English and Spanish. It describes how
Tio Rico, a man in Mexico, makes pifiatas, puppets, and masks.
Author: George Ancona (1994)
Reading Level: 4.0
Interest Level: 3-6
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Radio Man.
As he travels from state to state with his migrant farm worker family, Diego
listens to his ever-present radio to stay connected to the world and to his friend
David.
Author: Arthur Dorros (1997)
Reading Level: 2.5
Interest Level: 1-5

Tonight is Carnaval.
Rich with the culture of the Andes Mountains, this is a story about a young boy's
eager preparation for Carnaval.
Author: Arthur Dorros (1995)
Reading Level: 3.0
Interest Level: 1-5

Too Many Tamales.
Maria tries on her mother's ring while helping make tamales on a Christmas
family get-together. She becomes worried when she realizes the ring is missing.
Author: Gary Soto (1996)
Reading Level: 2.0
Interest Level: K-4

The Tortilla Factory.
This book is about the cycle of life, from the seed to the plant to the finished
tortilla.
Author: Gary Paulsen (1998)
Reading Level: 3.0
Interest Level: 1-5
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Theme 1, CreatiVitY

Abue1a
bY Arthur Dorros
Story summarY: While riding on a bus With her grandmother, a
little girl imagines that they are carried up into the SKY and flY over
the sights of New yorK City.
Directions: After reading the story, the student will complete one
or more of the following activities or ma Ke up one of their own.
1. (3.3l fold a piece of paper in half and g1ue it together. one side

of the paper, maKe a postcard picture that shows one thing
they saw on their trip over New YorK City. On the other side of
the paper, write a message to a friend that tells about the
picture.
2.

(1.tfl Write about the setting of the story. Describe the things

that .Abuela and her grandmother see on their trip.
3. (lf.3l Write a story about a trip you would liKe to taKe with
someone special. Tell about where you would go and what you
would see. Draw a picture to go with your story.
lf. (1.3l 'Practice reading the Spanish and English words found in

the bacK of the booK. use a tape recorder to read all the
words in Spanish and English. 'PlaY the recording to see how you
sound.
5. Other Ideas .....
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Theme I: creatiVitY

Africa Dream
bY Eloise Greenfield
Story summary: This is the story of an African .American girl's
dream of an adventure in 1ong-ago Africa, written in prose-poem
StYle.
Directions: After reading the story, the student Will complete one
or more of the following activities or ma Ke up one of their own.
1. (3.3)

Use a pencil to draw a picture Ii Ke the ones in the story and

write a sentence about the picture.
2. (3.1l A.sf<: other students how many hours theY s1eep at night and

ma1<:e a Chart or graph to show what you learned.
3. (1.tfl Name three things the girl

does in her dream about Africa.

If. (2.1l Keep a journal for one wee!<: about how 1ong you s1eep every

night
s. Other Ideas ....
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Theme I: Creativity

Amazing Grace
bY Mary Hoffman
Story summary: Although her c1assmates say she can't PlaY 'Peter
'Pan because she is a girl and African American, Grace discovers
she can do anYthing she sets her mind to.
Directions: After reading the story, the student will complete one
or more of the fo11owing activities or ma1<e up one of their own.
z. (2.11 Write the letters G RA C E down the side of a piece of
plain paper. After each letter, write a word or more than one
word that tells about Grace or part of the story.
2. (2.31 Reread

the story and write down all the Clothes and
costumes that Grace wears. Tell which one is your favorite and
whY it is your favorite.
a paper Plate and Yarn to ma Ke a puppet face of Grace.
Use the puppet to act out a favorite part of the story.

3. (1.11 use

q.. (lf..31 Ma1<e a poster to advertise and tell about the PlaY
Pan, and include the time, date, and Place of the PlaY.

5. Other Ideas .....

Peter
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Theme I: creativity

Amelia's Fantastic flight
bYRose BursiK
Story summary: Amelia builds her own airplane and taKes Off on an
adventure. She taKes an amazing journey over six continents and
fourteen countries.
Directions: After reading the story, the student will complete one
or more of the following activities or maKe up one of their own.
1. (2.21 Write down the places Amelia went in her story and put a

star bY your favorite place.
2. (2.11

Use a map of the world and find all the Places where

Amelia traveled.
3. (ff.31 LooK in magazines and find pictures of places from other

countries. 'Put the pictures together on a poster.
ff. (3.ll An airplane is one way to travel, name other ways to travel

and find a picture for each one.
s. Other Ideas ......
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Theme 1, CreatlVltY

.Archibald Frisby
bY M ichae1 Chesworth
S-tory summary: This s1:ory is abou1: a boy wi-th a very crea1:ive mind.
Archibald applies his in1:eres1: in science 1:0 every aspec1: of his day.
Direc1:ions: Af-ter reading -the s1:ory, -the student will complete one
or more of -the following activities or maKe up one of their own.
1. (1.2l 'Pretend You are Archibald and write a letter to your

m01:her and tell her about summer camp.
2. (3.3l LooK in -the newspaper and find an artic1e abou1: science

and share i-t with -the c1ass. Put the article up on the bulletin
board for others to read.
3. ('f.3l Give an oral booK report for the story. Show -the pictures
in the booK When you are giving the report.
lf. (2.ll LooK a1: the s1:ory and pictures. Draw a picture of

something you Ii Ke 1:0 do.
picture.
s. Other Ideas .....

use a box shape to write in abou1: the
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Theme I: creativity

A Birthday BasKet for Tia
bY Pat Mora
Story SutntnarY: When her great-aunt, her tia, turns 90, Cecelia
gathers together a baSKet full of tnetnories.
Directions: After reading the story, the student will cotnplete one
or tnore of the following activities or tnaKe up one of their own.
MaKe a list of all the things Cecilia put in the basKet
and write down what they tnean to the grandtnother.

1. (1.21

'Pretend you are Cecilia and tnaKe an invitation to the
birthday partY for her grandtnother. Retnetnber to include the
date, titne and place.

2. (3.ll

3. (3.31 Use bright colors of paper to tnaKe a picture or part of a
picture frotn the booK. Write a sentence to tell about the
picture.
'Pretend you are the grandtnother and write a thanK you
note to Cecilia for the birthday basKet.

if. (2.31

5. Other Ideas .....
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Theme I: CreatlVltY

A J30Y wants A Dinosaur
bY Hiawyn Qrarn
Story SutntnarY: Alex wants a dinosaur for a pet, and his Grandpa
buys hitn one. fred, the dinosaur, ruins Alex's rootn, bites the
neighbor's cat, and is causing lots of trouble.
Directions: After reading the story, the student Will cotnplete one
or more of the following activities or tnaKe up one of their own.
1. (1.31 Bring your Pet to school and show the c1ass how you taKe

care of your pet.
2. (3.3) MaKe a "wantedu poster for a IOSt pet.
3. c2.21 ASK other students about the Kind of pet theY have and

tnaKe a bar graph to show the nutnber and Kinds of pets and
share it with others.
If. c1.21 Draw a cartoon of an anitnal that would tnaKe a good pet

and write a sentence for the picture to tell about the pet.
5. Other Ideas .....

'Ttlerne I: creat:iVitY

Cherries and Cherry Pi1:s
bY Vera B. Williams
Story Sutnroar~: A girl named 'Bide,nmi IH~es to draw, and as she
draws, she tells a story.
Directions: AF-ter reading the story, the s-tudent will complete one
or more of the following activities or make tJP one of their own.

Draw a picture that has the following: a flower, purple
shoes, the sun, and cherries. Give your picture a ti1:1e.

1. (1.l)

Use a science boot< to 100K up the Iife cycfe of a Plant:.
Wrlte down the different parts Of the Plant

2. (3.1)

'Plan1: a seed in a small con1:ainer and wa1:ch it grow over a
period Of time. Every daY write down what you see and do.

3. <1.2>

q.. (3.2) find a food recjpe that

uses Cherries. Write down the

recipe and share it wi1:h others. If You want, maKe the food and
bring it to c1ass to share.
5. Other Ideas .....
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Theme I: creativity

Dinosaur Dream
bY Dennis Nolan
Story summary: Wilber falls asleep white reading his favorite boo!<:
and "awa1<:ens· to discover a baby dinosaur at his window. They
taKe an exciting adventure together.
Directions: After reading the story, the student will complete one
or more of the following activities or ma1<:e up one of their own.
1. c1.21 Name the different Kinds of dinosaurs in the story and put

them in alphabetic order.
2. (2.11 Ma1<:e a note card of the dinosaurs in the story and write

one fact about each to

use in a game of matching.

3. (2.31 Ma1<:e a small boo!<: about one dinosaur in the story.

If. (2.21 Write out and tell about the places in time that Wilber

visited.
5. Other Ideas ....
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Therne I: CreatiVitY

Dreams
bY Ezra JacK Keats
summary: As night falls over the citY and everyone e1se is
dreaming, Roberto watches as the paper mouse he made in school
falls out the window and saves his friend's cat from a ferocious
dog.
Directions: After reading the story, the student will complete one
or more of the following activities or maKe up one of their own.
1. c1.1l Write a short paragraph and explain whY the dog was

afraid of the mouse When it fell out of the window.
2. c1.3l MaKe a paper mouse puppet liKe the one in the story.

use the mouse puppet to put on a short Play to tell the
story.
3. Cl.tfl Write a new story ending that has a wind storm when

the paper mouse falls out of the window.
q.. (2.31 Go outside and measure the shadow of a friend, a booK,
and a chair. You maY picK three other things if you want to.
compare how 1ong the shadows are in the morning, at
1unchtime, and at the end of the school day. MaKe a chart or
poster to show the different lengths of the shadows.

s. Other Ideas .....
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Theme I: creatlvltY

DYian's DaY Out
bY Peter Catalanotto
Story swnmarY: A dog that spends most of his time dreaming,
finallY escapes into a fantasy world. Readers will enjoy his
adventures.
Directions: After reading the story, the student will complete one
or more of the following activities or maKe up one of their own.
1. (1-lfl On a piece of notebooK paper, finish the following

sentence; I Know the story is fiction because ....
2. (2-31 MaKe a list of all the b1acK and white things that are in the

booK. Are there others you ,night thinK Of?
3. (2-21 PicK a favorite picture from the story and tell what is

happening.
If. (3-1,lf-31 MaKe a poster that shows the soccer game between the

sKunKs and the penguins.
5. Other Ideas .....
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Theme I: creatlvltY

fortunately
bY Remy Charlip
Story SutntnarY: JacK experiences a series of tnisadventures before
he finallY arrives at his own surprise birthday party.
Directions: After reading the story, the student will cotnplete one
or to ore of the following activities or tnaKe up one of their own.
finish the sentences about yourself:
fortu natelY I ........ .
Unfortunately I ..... .
fortu natelY I ..... .
Unfortunately I ...... .

1. (2.3)

2.

With a partner, use a tape recorder and taKe turns
reading the booK pages out-loud.

(1.3,tf.1)

fold a piece of drawing paper in half. on one side draw a
colored picture. on the other side draw a blaCK and white
picture. Write a sentence for each picture.

3. c2.2)

lf. (3.1) The

prefix un tneans not .... 100K for sotne other words that
start with un and write thetn down on paper.

s. Other Ideas .....
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Theme I: Creativity

The Girl Who Loved Wild Horses
bY Paul Goble
Story summary: A young Indian girl who 1oves and understands the
tribe's horses rides off with them to a faraway place during a
storm.
Directions: After reading the story, the student Will complete one
or more of the following activities or ma Ke up one of their own.
Go to the library and get another story about Indian and
write a short booK report.

1. (1.5l

of younger students. Use the booK
to show pictures as you tell the story.

2. (1.tfl Tell the story to a group

3. (3.3l

Write down 3 true facts about the girl in the story.

MaKe a postcard showing the co1ors and designs of the
Indian tribe liKe those in the story. Write a message to a friend
on the other side.

if. (3.2l

5. Other Ideas ....
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Theme I: CreatlVitY

Maps and Globes
bY JacK Knowlton
Story surnrnarY: This booK is a good introduction to reading rnaps
and using g1obes. It includes a brief history of rnaptnaKing.
Directions: After reading the story, the student will cornplete one
or rnore of the following activities or tnaKe up one of their own.
1. c2.1l MaKe a rnap showing how you get to school frorn your

house.
2. (1.1) MaKe a cornpass

rose (iKe the one in the story and write all

the directions in the right Places.
3. (1.3)

Using the directions frOtn the story, show other students

how to rneasure a globe.
If. c1.2l

Use note cards to write down the new words you found in

this booK and what theY rnean. 'Practice saYing the new words
out 1oud and teach thern to other students.
s. Other Ideas ..... .
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Theme I: creativltY

MY Little Island
bY frane Lessac
Story summary: While on a visit with his best friend, a little boy
rediscovers the sweet smells and the jewel-liKe Caribbean Island.
Directions: After reading the story, the student Will complete one
or more of the following activities or ma Ke up one of their own.
1. c1.1l Reread the story and maKe a list of all the picture titles at

the bottom of the pages.

side write down the
foods Lucca had for 1unch on page a in the booK. On the other
side write down the foods you had for 1unch at school.

2. (2,3) fold a piece of paper in half. On one

3. c1.2l Ma Ke a word search of all the different foods, fish, Plants

and flowers Lucca sees on the island.
q.. C</-.3l Use waterco1or paints to maKe an island picture. Write
a title for your picture.
5, Other Ideas .....
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Theme I: creatlvltY

Pablo's Tree
bY 'Pat Mora
Story surnrnarY: Every year on 'Pablo's birthday, his grandfather
surprises hirn bY decorating his tree and telling hirn the beginning Of
Pablo's tree.
Directions: After reading the story, the student Will complete one
or rnore of the following activities or rnaKe up one of their own.
MaKe a tree out of paper and decorate it with paper
shapes. MaKe it for a special person in your life. Write a
sentence to tell about the tree and shapes for the special
person.

1. (1.tfl

2. (2.11

Write about the feelings 'Pablo has for the birthday tree.

Pretend you are 'Pablo and write a thanK you letter to
Grandfather for the birthday tree.

3. (2.31

If. c1.11 MaKe a list of all the different things Grandfather puts on

the tree for 'Pablo.
5. Other Ideas .....
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Theme I: CreatlVltY

The 'Pinata MaKer
bY George Ancona
Story summary: The text for this story is c1earlY written in English
and Spanish. It describes how Tio -ruco, a man in Mexico, maKes
pif\atas, puppets, and masKs.
Directions: After reading the story, the student will complete one
or more of the following activities or ma Ke up one of their own.
1. c2.3,3,2l Show some other students how to maKe something.

Examp1es are maKing friendship bracelets, beaded necK1aces, a
SKill in a sport, an art project or other ideas.
2. (3.2l Use an idea from the story to maKe a new booK cover. Be

sure to include the title, author, and picture.
3. (3.ll MaKe a small pifiata in your c1assroom or at home.

q.. c1.q.,2.2i Write down the steps Tio Rico used in maKing his
pifiatas.
s. Other Ideas ...... .
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T11eme I: CreatlVltY

Radio

Man

bY Arthur Oorros
Story summary: As he travels from state to State with his migrant
farm worKer familY, Diego listens to his ever-present radio to staY
connected to the world and to his friend David.
Direetions: After reading the story, the student will complete one
or more of the following activities or ma Ke up one of their own.
1. (3.1l AsK an adult to help you find out about the radio stations

in your area. Write down their call names and the Kind of music
theY PlaY.
2. (2.1l Pretend You are Diego and write a letter to your friend

David and tell him about the Places you go and the crops you
piCK.
3. (1.1l

Use magazines to find pictures of the foods Diego and his

familY picKed. Ma Ke a poster and write the names of the foods
bY the pictures.
if. (1.3l TaKe the booK home and reread it with a parent. TaKe

turns reading in English and Spanish.
s. Other Ideas .....
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Theme I: creativity

Tonight is Car11ava1
bY Arthur Dorros
Story swnmarY: -ruch with the culture of the Andes Mountains,
this is a Story about a young boy's eager preparation for Carnava1.
Directions: After reading the story, the student Will complete one
or more of the following activities or ma Ke up one of their own.

Use felt scraps to maKe a picture liKethe ones in the story.
Share your worK with other Students, the Class, or the teacher.

1. (2.3l

2. c1.2l MaKe a list of at 1east 20 different things shown in the

Cloth wall hangings, arpillaras, found in the booK.

Using an outline format, write down the steps in maKing
arpillaras.

3. c2.1l

lf. (2.2) Write about a celebration your familY shares and the jobs

that need to be done to get ready for the celebration.
5. Other Ideas ....
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Theme I: creatlVitY

Too Many Tama1es
bY Gary Soto
s1:ory summary: Maria 'tries on her mo-t:her's ring While helping
maKe 1:ama1es on a Chris1:mas familY ge1:-1:oge1:her. She becomes
worried When she realizes 1:he ring is missing.
Direc1:ions: Af-t:er reading -t:he s1:ory, -t:he s1:uden1: Will comp1e1:e one
or more of 1:he following ac1:ivi'ties or maKe up one of 1:heir own.
1. (1.'fl Wri1:e a paragraph and 1:e11 abou1: your favori1:e Charac1:er in

1:he s1:ory.
2. (1.51 find a recipe from a cooKbooK and 1is1: all of1:he ingredien1:s

(foods used in 1:he recipe) in 1:he order -t:heY are written.
3. ('f.1l 'Prac1:ice reading a favori1:e part of 1:he s1:ory.

use a 1:ape

recorder and read part of 1:he s1:ory. TaKe 1:he 1:ape home and
PlaY i-t: for your paren1:s.
q.. (3.11 Use an ou1:1ine 1:0 wri1:e down 1:he s1:ory parts from -t:he
beginning of 1:he s1:ory 1:0 -t:he end of -t:he s1:ory.

5. Q-t:her Ideas .....
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Theme I: Creativity

The Tortilla factory
bY GarY Pau1sen
Story SutnmarY: This booK is about the cyc1e of life, from the seed
to the Plant to the finished tortilla.
Directions: After reading the story, the student will complete one
of the following activities or maKe up one of their own.
1. (1.3l fulread the story with several Other students. TalK about

story as you read it and show the pictures to all the students.
2.

Have an adult help you maKe some tortillas to share with
the Class. Write down the steps you used to ma Ke them. When
you share them tell the students the steps you used to maKe
them.

3.

(2.2l fold a piece of paper into a sections. In each section write
1-B and use each section to draw and write the steps to grow
the corn and maKe the tortillas.

(3.ll

q.. c1.1l Corn

is used in many foods. Use magazines and draw

pictures of Other foods that are made from corn. Write the
name of the foods be1ow each picture.
5. Other Ideas .....
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SECTION III
THEME II

COURAGE
Discover what tnaKes people brave and
courageous. Read as characters find a
way to meet difficult challenges in spite
of their fears.
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THEME II: COURAGE
Abuela's Weave:
A young girl and her grandmother grow closer as they weave some special
creations and then make a trip to the market in hopes of selling their
weaves.
Author: Omar S. Castaneda (1993)
Reading Level: 2.4
Interest Level: 1-4
Awards: Parent's Choice Award Honoree

Annie and the Old One.
This Native American tale is about Annie and her grandmother. The grandmother
is old and dying. She teaches Annie the beauty of the life cycle.
Author: Miska Miles (1971)
Reading Level: 2.6
Interest Level: 1-3
Awards: Newbery Honor

Best Friends.
Summer vacation is particularly difficult for Kathy because her best friend is
away in the mountains, making new friends.
Author: Steven Kellogg (1990)
Reading Level: 3.9
Interest Level: K-3
Awards: Children's Choice

Chicken Sunday.
Three friends sell decorated eggs in a shop in order to buy an Easter hat for
Gramma.
Author: Patricia Polacco (1992)
Reading Level: 2.0
Interest Level: K-3
Awards: Children's Choice

Cloudy with a Chance of Meatballs.
If food dropped like rain from the sky, wouldn't it be marvelous? Or would it?
Author: Judith Barrett ( 1982)
Reading Level: 2.0
Interest Level: K-3
Awards: Children's Choice, New York Times Best Illustrated Book
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Dear Peter Rabbit.
A clever tale is told that intertwines characters as Goldilocks, Baby Bear, Peter
Rabbit, and the Three Pigs.
Author: Alma Flor Ada ( 1997)
Reading Level: 3.0
Interest Level: K-3

Dear Rebecca, Winter Is Here.
A granddaughter learns from her grandmother about how the winter season
affects nature and its creatures.
Author: Jean Craighead George (1995)
Reading Level: 2.0
Interest Level: K-3

Doctor De Soto.
Dr. De Soto and his wife, two mice, are a successful dental team. They have a
policy to treat all kinds of animals, except those who eat mice.
Author: William Steig (1990)
Reading Level: 3.0
Interest Level: K-3
Awards: American Book Award, Boston Globe-Hom Book Honor, Newbery
Honor

Fire on the Mountain.
This book is the retelling of an Ethiopian tale about a clever boy who proves his
courage and stamina. He wins a reward from a reluctant rich man.
Author: Jane Kurtz (1998)
Reading Level: 3.2
Interest Level: K-4

Flash, Crash, Rumble, and Roll.
This book clearly explains the causes of thunder and lightning and is especially helpful
for those who are fearful of storms.

Author: Franklyn Branley (1985)
Reading Level: 3.0
Interest Level: 1-3

Frida Maria.
Frida anxiously awaits her family's upcoming party. However, her attempts to
prepare for the party fail. Frida finds the courage to ride in a horse race and
establish her own identity.
Author: Deborah Nourse Lattimore(1991)
Reading Level: 3.0
Interest Level: 2-5
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Gilberto and the Wind.
The story ofa small Mexican boy and his discovery of the wind.
Author: Marie Hall Ets (1978)
Reading Level: 1.6
Interest Level: K-3

Harold and the Purple Crayon.
Harold goes out for a walk on a moonlit night and uses his crayon to draw the
things he needs.
Author: Crockett Johnson (1983)
Reading Level: 1.0
Interest Level: K-2

Hill of Fire.
When a volcano erupts in the middle of Pablo's father's Mexican cornfield,
it changes the lives of all who live nearby.
Author: Thomas P. Lewis (1971)
Reading Level: 2.4
Interest Level: 1-5

Hurricane.
Two brothers feel fear as a hurricane hits. On the next day, they sue a tree fallen
by the hurricane's fury as their entrance into a world of imaginary adventures.
Author: David Wiesner (1994)
Reading Level: 2.0
Interest Level: K-3

Let's Get a Pet.
There are so many things to think about before finally picking out a pet.
Author: Rose Greydanus (1988)
Reading Level: 1.0
Interest Level: K-2

Rechenka's Eggs.
This Ukranian Easter story tells of an old woman who nurses an injured goose
back to health. Miraculously, the goose starts to lay decorated eggs.
Author: Patricia Polacco (1996)
Reading Level: 2.5
Interest Level: K-4
Awards: Notable Trade Book in Social Studies
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Sylvester and the Magic Pebble.
A young donkey named Sylvester finds a shiny pebble. When he holds the
pebble, his wishes come true. On his way home he meets a vicious lion and
makes a wish he regrets.
Author: William Steig (1988)
Reading Level: 3
Interest Level: 1-4
Awards: Ca!decott Medal

The Tortilla Cat.
When his five children get sick, Dr. Romero fears for their lives. A small gray cat
arrives with a magic tortilla and cures the children, then the futher gets sick.
Author: Nancy Willard (1998)
Reading Level: 2
Interest Level: 1-5

The Wave.
This story tells how a wise old Japanese farmer acts quickly and selflessly to save
an entire village from a tsunami.
Author: Margaret Hodges(l995)
Reading Level: 3
Interest Level: 1-4
Awards: Caldecott Honor, New York Times Best Illustrated Book
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Theme II: Courage

Abue1a·s Weave
bY Omar S- Castaneda
Story summary: A young girl and her grandmother grow c1oser as
they weave some special creations and then ma1<:e a trip to the
marl<:et in hopes of selling their weaves.
Directions: After reading the story, the student will complete one
or more of the following activities or ma1<:e up one of their own.
1. (1.3l

Use construction paper strips in different colors to

weave a mat. Show others in the Class how to ma1<:e a mat
lil<:e yours.
2. (3.2,2.3) Write a letter to a friend and tell them about the story

and your favorite part of the story.
3. (lf.31 Draw a picture of the wall hanging Abue1a and her

grandmother made for the marl<:et. Write down all the colors
used in the picture and wall hanging.
q.. (1.lfl Looi<: at the pictures of the characters in the bool<:. Write
about they way they dress, the way theY fee1, what theY do for
worl<:, and other ideas.
5. Other Ideas .....
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Theme Il: courage

.Annie and the Old one
bY MisKa Miles
Story summary: This Native American tale is about Annie and her
grandmother. The grandmother is 01d and dying. She teaches
Annie the beauty of the life cyc1e.
Directions: After reading the story, the student will complete one
or more of the following activities or maKe up one of their own.
1. (lf.31 find out about the Indians in your area of the state and

write a newspaper article about your findings.
2. (2.31 Navaho Indians lived in hogans. find a picture of a hogan
and draw a picture of maKe an example of one.
3. (1.51

Use an encyclopedia or social studies booKto find out more

about the Navajo Indians and share the information with others
in your c1ass.

Use paper or Yarn to create an original weaving. Hang your
weaving up with a stiCK across the top for others to see.

if. (3.2l

5. Other Ideas .....
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Therne ]1: courage

Best friends
bY Steven Kellogg
Story summary: summer vacation is partiCUlarlY diffiCUlt for KathY
because her best friend is away in the mountains, maKing new
friends.
Directions: After reading the story, the student Will complete one
or more of the following activities or maKe one of their own.
1. (3.1l Design a friendship award for

someone who has been a

good friend.
2. (3.3l Write a letter to

someone who has been a good friend and

tell them WhY they have been a good friend.
3. (1.1l Draw a picture of you and your best friend sharing an

adventure. Write a few sentences to tell about the adventure.
q.. (2.3l Read an0ther booK bY Steven Kellogg and compare the
stories, the setting, characters, and the problem.
5. Other Idea .....
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Theme II: Courage

ChiCKen sunday
bY Patricia Polacco
Story summary: Three friends sen decorated eggs in a shop in
order to buy an Easter hat for Gram ma.
Directions: After reading the story, the student Will complete one
or more of the following activities or make up of their own.
Using the PYsankY stYle from the story, draw some beautiful
eggs with bright co1ors. Be creative.

1. (3.ll

2. (1.'fl Reread

the story and find a part that shows the Children's
1ove for Miss EUia. Share this part of the story with another
student or the teacher.

3.

Make a sign to sell the eggs at the store. Put the sign up
on the Classroom bUlletin board.

(3.3l

s. ('f.ll Read out 1oud a favorite part of the story to a small
group of students. Share pictures from the book as you
read.
s. Other Ideas .....
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Theme JI: courage

Cloudy with a Chance of Meatballs
bY Judith Barrett
Story summary: If food dropped lil<e rain from the SKY, wouldn't it
be marvelous? Or WOUid it?
Directions: After reading the story, the student will complete one
or more of the following aetiVities or toal<e up one of their own.
1. (1.ll Draw a picture of your favorite food falling from the SKY

and write a sentence about the picture.
2. (3.2l Ma1<e a too bile to hang from the c1assroorn ceiling that has
different foods from the story. Write the name Of the foods on
the bac1< of each food picture.
3. (2.11 Use

the following words to rna1<e a word search for the
other students in the c1ass: meatball, eggs, bread, tomatoes,
toil!<, Cheese, panca1<e, teas, toast, salt, and pepper.

q.. (1.3, q..11 'Practice reading one of the pages in the story and then

pretend you are a reporter and have the teacher videotape you
while you read from the boo1<.
5. Other Ideas .....
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Theme Il: courage

Dear peter "Rabbit
bY Alma Flor Ada
Story summary: A c1ever tale is told that intertwines Characters as
Go1diloc1<:s, 13abY Bear, 'Peter "Rabbit, and the Three 'Pigs.
Directions: After reading the story, the student will complete one
or more of the following activities or ma1<:e up one of their own.
1. (1.3l 'Piel<: one of the

letters in the boo1<:, practice reading it, and
then use a tape recorder to read it out 1oud.
Ma1<:e a hand puppet of your favorite character in the boo!<:
and tell their side of the story.

2. (1.Cfl

3. (1.21 Write a letter to

someone special and tell them about your

favorite part of the story.
q.. (1.51 ASK the librarian, teacher, or other students to help you

name some other stories with a wolf character.
5. Other Ideas .....
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Theme Il: courage

pear Rebecca, Winter is Here
bY Jean Craighead George
s1:ory SUtntnarY: A granddaugh1:er 1earns frotn her grandrn01:her
abou1: how 1:he win1:er season affec1:s na1:ure and i1:s crea1:ures.
Oirec1:ions: Af1:er reading 1:he s1:ory, 1:he s1:uden1: Will cornp1e1:e one
or rnore of 1:he following ac1:ivi1:ies or Illa Ke up one of 1:heir own.
1. c2.2) Divide a piece of drawing paper in1:o lf parts and draw 1:he

four seasons. Wri1:e 1:he narne of 1:he season on each part;
win1:er, spring, surnrner and fall.
2. (3.ll Describe your favori1:e season of 1:he year and wri1:e a

paragraph 1:0 1:e11 WhY i1: is your favori1:e.

frorn 1:he s1:ory 1:0 1:e11 abou1:
sorne1:hing 1:ha1: happens in 1:he win1:er.

3. (2.3) Wri1:e down lf sen1:ences

lf. (1.lfl Use co1ored pencils and wa1:erco1ors 1:0 draw a pic1:ure of

1:he setting of 1:he s1:ory.
5. Q1:her Ideas.....
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Theme Il: courage

poctor pe Soto
bY William Steig
Story su111111arY: Dr. De Soto and his wife, two 111ice, are a
successful dental tea111. They have a policy to treat all Kinds of
ani111a1s, except those who eat 111ice.
Directions: After reading the story, the student will co111p1ete one
or 111ore of the following activities or 111aKe up one of their own.
Do You thinK Dr. De Soto was brave? Explain your
answer to the teacher and then write your answer on notebooK
paper.

1. (1.lf-,lf-.1l

2. (2.21 Draw a picture of your favorite Character and write about
whY theY are your favorite.
3. c2.11

use a ti111e line for111at to write down the things that

happen in the story and Keep the111 in order.
find out 111ore infor111ation about a dentist. A.sK the
librarian or teacher for he1p. Write down all of the infor111ation
in a report.

If-. (3.11

s. Other Ideas .....
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Theme JI: courage

fire on the Mountain
bY Jane Kurtz
Story su111111arY: This booK is the retelling of an Ethiopian tale
about a c1ever boy who proves his courage and staroina. He wins a
reward fro111 a reluctant rich roan.
Directions: After reading the story, the student will co111p1ete one
or 111ore of the following activities or lllaKe up one of their own.
1. (2.11

Use a g1obe to find Africa and the country of Ethiopia.

Draw a 111ap of Africa and co1or in the country of Ethiopia.
2. (1.51 LooK in an encyclopedia, social studies booK or asK the
teacher for an idea to find 5-10 facts about Ethiopia. Write

the111 down to share with other students.
3. (2.31 Use watercolors to 111aKe a picture of the area where you
live.

q.. (1.ff.l Tell a s111all group of students how A1e111aYu shows courage
in the story. Use the booK to show pictures when you talK.
5. Other Ideas.....
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Theme II: courage

Frida Maria
bY Deborah Nourse Lattimore
Story summary: Frida anxious1y awaits her familY's upcoming partY.
However, her attempts to prepare for the partY fail. frida finds
the courage to ride in a horse race and establish her own identity.
Directions: After reading the story, the student will complete one
or more of the following activities or maKe up one of their own.
1. (3.2) MaKe a colorful fan liKe the ones used bY the girls

in the story. Write the title of the booK and the author of the
booK on the fan.
2. (3.ll MaKe a poster to tell about an important event in your

school or community liKe a school plaY, open house, or a soccer
game.
3. (1,lfl Write down the things people tried to teach frida

to do for

the party.
If. (1.3)

Use a tape recorder to reread your favorite part of the

story.
s. Other Ideas .....
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Tneme TI: courage

Gilberto and the Wind
bY Marie Hall Ets
Story summarY: The story of a small Mexican boy and his discovery
of the wind.
Direetions: After reading the Story, the student will complete one
or more of the following activities or ma Ke up one of their own.
1. (1.31 Learn how to maKe a paper "pin wheel". After you

practice, show others how to maKe a pin wheel and go outside
and watch them in the wind.
2. (2.31 'Pretend you are Gilberto and write a Jetter to the wind and

tell the wind how you feel about it blowing all the things in the
story.
3. (1.tfl In the story, is the wind a boy or a girl? How do you Know?

Write examples from the story .
q.. (1.31 Reread the story and list in order all the things that the
wind blows.
s. Other Ideas .....
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Theme Jl: Courage

Harold and the Purple Crayon
bY Crockett Johnson
Story Sutntnary: Harold goes out for a wa11< on a tnoonlit night and
uses his crayon to draw the things he needs.
Directions: After reading the story, the student will cotnplete one
or tnore of the following activities or tnal<e up one of their own.
1. (2.31 'Piel< your favorite co1or crayon and draw a picture of

sotnething that you would enjoy doing. Write a sentence to tell
about the picture.
2. (3.tll Write down the first 15 things that Harold drew in the

story.
3. (3.tfl Asl< other students their favorite co1ors and tnal<e

a bar graph to show the infortnation.
lf. (lf.31 find out the natne of colors in another language and tnal<e a

co1orful poster with the co1ors and natnes for the co1ors.
5. Other Ideas .....
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Theme Il: Courage

Hill of fire

bY Thorn as 'P. Lewis
Story summary: When a vo1cano erupts in the middle of 'Pablo's
father's Mexican cornfield, it Changes the lives of all who live
nearbY.
Directions: After reading the story, the student will complete one
or more of the following activities or maKe one of their own.
1. (1.5,3.ll LooK in a science booK or encyc1opedia and list other

vo1canoes found in the United States and around the world.
Write the name of the volcano and Where it is found.
2. (2.31 MaKe a Volcano out of cardboard, paper, paint and other
material. ASK the teacher for help.
3. (lf.31 Draw and co1or a picture of a vo1cano that is erupting.

Cut the picture into small pieces for a PUZZie for others to put
together.
if. (3.3,3.lfl Write a newspaper article to tell about the vo1cano and

what it did to the land and the peop1e. Remember to include a
title for the article.
5. Other Ideas .....
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Theme II: courage

Hurricane
bY David Wiesner
Story SUtntnarY: Two brothers feel fear as a hurricane hits. On
the next daY, they see a tree fallen bY the hurricane's fury as their
entrance into a world of imaginary adventures.
Directions: After reading the story, the student Will complete one
or more of the following activities or Illa Ke one of their own.
a friend to reread part of the story With you. Ta Ke
turns reading out 1oud.

1. (1.3l ,<\sK

Write a newspaper article that tells about the storm at
David's house. Include a title for the article.

2. (2.11

3. (1.11

MaKe a liSt of all the worKs or phrases that tell about the

StOrllJ.

q.. (2.2) Draw a picture of a lllaKe-believe adventure you would liKe

to do. Write a sentence to tell about the adventure.
5. Other Ideas .....
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Theme II: courage

Let's Get a pet
BY Rose GreYdamus
Story summary: There are
finallY pic1<ing out a pet.

so many things to thin1< about before

Directions: After reading the story, the student Will complete one
or more of the following activities or ma1<e up one of their own.
1. (ff.31 Draw a picture of an animal that would

ma1<e a good pet

and tell why it would ma1<e a good pet.
2. (3.11 find pictures of different animals and pets. Ma1<e a poster

of the pictures and write the name of the animals below each
picture.
3. ((1.3,ff.ll Reread the story to ff other people and have them write

their names on a piece of paper to give to the teacher.
ff. (2.31 Write down the names of all of the animals in the story.

s. Other Ideas .....
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Ttleme II: courage

RechenKa's Eggs
bY 'Particia Po1acco
Story summary: This UKranian Easter story tells of an old woman
who nurses an injured goose bacK to health. Miracu1ous1y, the
goose starts to laY decorated eggs.
Directions: After reading the story, the Student will complete one
or more of the following activities or ma Ke up one of their own.
1. (1.31 Show the students in your c1ass how to maKe beautiful

colored eggs liKe the ones in the story.
2. (2.31 MaKe a list of ways you have shown Kindness to another

person.
3. (2.21 Tell about the co1ors and designs in the Clothes of the

people at the feStiva1.
l/. (1.l/l Tell or write about the day the goose fell out of the SKY.

5. Other Ideas ........ .
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Theme II: courage

SYivester and the Magic pebble
bY William f;teig
Story summary: A young donKey named SYivester finds a shiny
pebble. When he holds the pebble, his wishes come true. on his
way home he meets a vicious lion and maKes a wish he regrets.
Directions: After reading the story, the student will complete one
or more of the following activities or ma Ke up one of their own.
1. (2.31 MaKe a big star shape out of ye11ow paper. Write down a

wish you want to happen. Start with
2. (1.21

"I wish ... "

Use words from the story to maKe a word search. use at

least 15 words from the story.
3. (1.31 MaKe a puppet of SYivester and tell your favorite part of

the story.
lf. c1.<fl

Use watercolors to paint a picture the in the story.

down the part of the story that tells about the picture.
5. Other Ideas .....

Write
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Theme TI: courage

The Tortilla Cat
bY Nancy Willard
Story summary: When his five children get sicK, Dr. Romero fears
for their lives. A small graY cat arrives with a magic tortilla and
cures the Children, and then the father gets sicK.
Directions: After reading the story, the student Will complete one
or more of the following activities or maKe up one of their own.
1. (1.21 'Pretend you are the cat. 'Practice reading and singing

the part when you bring the tortilla to the sicK people. Teach
the words to another student and when you are ready maKe a
presentation to the c1ass.
2. (1.q.,1.31 MaKe a puppet of the cat and use the puppet to help

you tell the story to a small group of students.
3. (1.11 fu?read the story part when the doctor finds the 5 Kittens

on page q.q.. Write down the names and co1ors of the Kittens.
Draw a picture to show the Kittens.
q.. (2.11 Write the reason you thinK the cat had tortillas for the
sicK peop1e. Also tell what food you would bring to sicK people
and why.

5. Other Ideas .....
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Theme ]1: courage

The Wave
bY Margaret Hodges
Story summarY: This story tells how a wise 01d Japanese farmer
acts quict::IY and selfless1y to save an entire Village from a tsunami.
Directions: After reading the Story, the student will complete one
or more of the following activities or mat::e up one of their own.
1. (1.5l Use an encyc1opedia to find out more information about
Japan. Write down 10 new faets about Japan.
2. c2.11 fold a piece of paper into 3 parts and write down Ojiisan,
Tada, and the village people. In the 3 parts write down words
that tell about the characters.
3. (3.2,1.31 Learn how to mat::e rice. Use a recipe for mat::ing rice
and share it with the Class. Ast:: the teacher to help you with
this activitY.
If. c2.21 Write down the ways that Qjiiasn shows courage to save

the people of the Village.
5. Other Ideas .....
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SECTION IV
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Chapter Five
Summary, Conclusions, and Recommendations
Summary
The purpose ofthis project was to implement literature-based instruction and
post-reading activities to use in the reading program with students learning a second
language. The project was intended to improve on the current reading program that
includes a commercial basal reader. Through the review of literature, research indicates
that the instruction of traditional reading programs does not meet the needs of second
language learners.
The project was written for use in grade 5 with students learning a second
language, reading below grade level. The reading resource manual is divided into four
sections. Section I includes the instructions for use of the manual. Section II lists all the
trade books and post-reading activities for Creativity. Section III contains the trade books
and post-reading activities for Courage. Section IV is the bibliography.
A balanced reading program offers a combination of methods to be used in the
classroom. Engaging students in activities offers a choice for students to meet their
individual learning styles. A variety in activity choice also offers the student the
opportunity to experience something new.
Conclusions
Smith (1993) advocated a literature-based program to improve student reading
ability and improve attitudes toward reading. The following conclusions are based on the
project after it was used in the
grade level.

5th

grade classroom with ESL students, reading below
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1. Students enjoyed the process of selecting reading materials and post-reading
activities based on interest (Richard-Amato, 1996).
2. The variety ofreading materials and activities met the learning styles of
students learning a second language.
3. The numerous trade books and post-reading activities offered choices to
students that have not been used before (Heilman, Blair, & Rupley, 1998).
4. Students seem to be more interested in reading, as seen through the increase in
books borrowed from the classroom library Leibowicz, 1983).
5. Students have been more willing to share orally in class since given the choice
in activities.
6. Students have been able to work somewhat at their own pace rather than
required to turn in worksheets the next day (Tunnell & Jacobs, 1989).
Recommendations
1. Reading programs should include a variety of reading materials, strategies, and
responses to the materials.
2. It takes time to organize a complete reading program that is effective on a daily
basis.
3. Teachers need to allow students the time to practice reading through a number of
venues, including SSR.
4. It is important to keep the classroom library organized, well stocked, visually
attractive, and student friendly.
5. Teachers should continue to read aloud on a daily basis thus modeling for
students.
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6. Teachers need to be aware of individual student learning styles and be flexible to
meet these needs.
7. The teacher should continue to develop themes with trade books and literature
activities for use in the reading program.
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